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Abstract
We present a general outline for automating cluster expansions of configurational ener-
getics in systems with crystallographic order and well defined space group symmetry. The
method presented herein combines constrained optimization techniques of positive-definitive
quadratic forms with the mathematical tool of Tikhonov regularization (kernel smoothing)
for automated expansions of an arbitrary general physical property without compromising
the underlying physics. Throughout the thesis we treat formation energy as the fundamental
physical observable to expand on since the predominant application of cluster expansions
is the extraction of robust approximations for configurational energetics in alloys and ox-
ides. We therefore present the implementational aspects of the novel algorithmic route on a
challenging material system NaxCoO 2 and reconstruct the corresponding GGA ground state
line with arbitrary precision in the formation energy-configuration space. The mathematical
argulnents and proofs, although discussed for cases with arbitrary spin assignments and mul-
tiple candidate species for single site occupancy, are eventually formulated and illustrated for
binary systems.
Various numerical challanges and the way they are resolved in the framework of kernel
smoothing are addressed in detail as well. However, the applicability of the procedure de-
scribed herein is more universal and can be tailored to probe different observables without
resorting to modifications in the algorithmic implementation or the fundemantal matheinat-
ical construction. The effectiveness in recovering correct physics shall than be solely tied
to the presence of superposable nature (of the physical property of interest) of local atomic
configurations or lackthereof.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
In materials science, we are fundamentally concerned with the structure, its implica-
tions on pertinent physical properties and the resulting macroscopic phenomenology. The
most general picture regarding a particular material system, in this respect comes from its
phase diagram and physical variables/observables governing the phase stability. Atomistic
modelling tools, in this regard, provide invaluable microscopic insight while broadening the
extent of experimental means noticeably. As the two most fundamental entities tractable in
computational modelling are the configuration and dynamics of atomic species, laying the
microscopic principles of atomic ordering as well as the identification of governing thermody-
namical principles conveniently falls within the reach of a. theorist.
From a theoretical point of view, the biggest challenge is to be able to resolve the underly-
ing physical principles with desired accuracy and exploit them in guiding our configurational
search (via spin-flip Monte Carlo simulations) with a fitted Hamiltonian of a particular func-
tional form (polynomial, harmonic etc.). In this work we lay the foundation for an automated
expansion of any function of configuration on a complex lattice system and illustrate the work-
ing principles with the particular working example of an intercalated transition metal oxide,
NaxCoO 2 and its configurational energetics from GGA input.
We start with presenting a detailed account of the cluster expansion procedure and it's
fundamental linkage to the ubiquitous Lenz-Ising model. The basic motivations, the funda-
mental role of symmetry in extending its scope and the pertinent mathematical background
is fully laid out before introducing actual algorithms and regression models concerning the
numerical aspects of actual implementation. This is followed by a discussion of the methods
for accurate ground state line reproduction via the techniquies of constrained optimization
via quadratic programming and the imposition of physics through the mathematical tools
of regression which are otherwise targeted for broader families of mathematical problems.
As the predominant application of cluster expansions is the calculation of first principles
phase diagrams; we shall treat the formation energy as the fundamental entity to expand on
throughout the thesis and the illustration of the actual implementation will be in accordance
with this choice. However, the kernel of the procedure described in the following sections
is more universal and can be trivially tailored to probe different observables as long as they
possess a locally additive nature of atomic configurations.
Chapter 2
The Lenz-Ising Model
2.1 The Original Model
The original nearest neighbor Lenz-Ising model is based on the interactions among spins
decorating a periodic space lattice. The neighboring parallel or antiparallel spins are assigned
an effective potential and considered a constant. Combined with a chemical potential term,
the total Lenz-Ising energy is written as;
N
E= - U +H a(2.1.1)
i j i=1
sum over Nearest Neighbors
The geometry of underlying lattice enters the microscopic description via the coordination
number -y, i.e. the number of terms in nearest neighbor summation are given as . This
model has actually been proposed by Ising's supervisor Willhelm Lenz in 1920[7, 9, 18]. It
was an attempt to bring out a microscopic description of the ferromagnetic phenomena in
certain elements like Fe and Ni. Ernst Ising's main contribution was to come up with the
exact solution in 1-D. Following this accomplishment his interest has dwindled on spin models
after he observed that the solution for a 1-D system with a finite range of interactions would
not exhibit a phase transition. Moreover, he construed that adding more dimensions will
not alter his conclusion that there would not be a transition. For the others who dared
to tackle the simplest problem in 2-D without the presence of an external magnetic field,
the routes to solution were still daunting due to the mathematical complexities involved.
Finally, after a couple of decades; the exact solution was presented by the noted chemist
Lars Onsager in a meeting of the New York Academy of Sciences in 1942. Indeed, the
answer turned out to be rather mathematically involved as he had to exploit ideas from
hypercomplex analysis (Onsager based his solution on the the tensor product of quaternion
algebras) [7, 27]. Albeit its complexity, the exact solution in 2-D sparked another wave
of interest in the Lenz-Ising model as a promising theory of the cooperative phenonema.
From a purely physical perspective, the non-trivial nature of the lattice Hamiltonian and the
resulting phase transformation which can be tracked back onto it, was the primary stimulus
of excitement. Today, it is still one of the rare qualified "yes" answers for the very question
of whether we can predict the phase transitions given the exact form of a Hamiltonian.
Onsager's solution have been simplified later by Kaufman with the help more elegant and
advanced mathematics techniques like spinors and Lie algebras [7]. Today its physical and
mathematical foundations are well established and still relevant as it is essentially a starting
point for modelling surface phenomena like adsorption.
The 3-D extension of the Lenz-Ising model, as the most relevant variant of the original
is also the most challenging, yet the proper study of bulk phenonmena entails the accounting
of the third dimension. After countless mathematical excursions spanning decades on the
3-D problem behind Onsager's legacy, by year 2000, Sorin Istrail announced that the solution
of the general Ising Model in 3-D was NP complete [20]. His method also implied that the
main problem was arising from the loss of planarity of the lattice by adding dimensionality.
However, there are still open sub-problems like the original Ising Model with equal coupling
constants that might turn out to be tractable in polynomial time.
The Ising-like spin decoration for representing binary (can be generalized to ternary sys-
temis and continuous spin states) occupation is also the natural framework for the study of
cooperative phenomena on real material systems. Nevertheless, the relevant real life prob-
lems are far more complicated and subtle than those bearing analytical solutions. For a
complex material such as a transition metal oxide; it is not even possible to attain a closed
form expression for the hamiltonian by any theoretical/computational means. The absence
of analytical routes for complex crystalline materials thus necessiates approximate solutions.
Validity of these approaches shall largely depend on the unveiling of the governing physical
principles. Luckily with the advent of ab-inito methods, we now have a virtual labratory
of materials which provides invaluable quantitative information about the physical observ-
ables like the formation energy and heat capacity. With such a tool at hand; the lattice
Hamiltonians can now be approximated with enough detail to recover the relevant physics
for further predictions. Obviously the most fundamental knowledge of a material system is
the phase diagram and materials scientists hone the quantified insights and knowledge from
lattice Hamiltonians with the ultimate goal of computing them.
The cluster expansion method provides a computationally tractable and compact way
to parameterize the structural energy in the space of atomic configurations using the input
energies of selected structures. In principle, any physical property; be it scalar, vectorial or
tensorial, can be cluster expanded. The validity of such an expansion will be determined by
the additive nature of different local configurational contributions or lack thereof. The local
nature of the structural energy and it's decomposibility into the simpler terms of atomic
ordering thus renders it as a good candidate to expand on. From a mathematical point
of vantage, over a complete inner product space any Hamiltonian can be represented by
an infinite series to an arbitrary precision [21, 39]. However, the truncation of expansion
with a rather small set of elements is inevitable from a computational point of view as
the computational demand for the calculation of all possible decorations on a parent lattice
is prohibitively large. Yet, with a rapidly converging series, this poses no problem for the
capturing of underlying physics. The real challenge then is to be able to choose an interaction
set which will work for the composition range of interest and good at retrieving ground states
and the lower energy excitations.
In the following sections we describe a possible generalization of the Lenz-Ising model as
the cluster expansion method and establish a mnathematical formalism for describing lattice
occupancy on periodic lattice systems with complicated interactions.
2.2 Generalization and Mathematical Properties
The generalization of the Ising model entails the construction of an appropriate basis.
The natural route to construct a basis to expand any function of configuration is to build
up a composite space using the tensor product of point basis. The point basis is represented
by an M-tuple of linearly independent functions for M different species that might occupy
a particular lattice site. The easiest and intuitive choice is to use the succesive powers of
the spin variable upto the power M - 1. A more complicated choice will also work as long
as the linear independence is established with respect to a particular inner product. The
construction with succesive powers of the spin variable correspondance is given below;
Basisijk... = 1, k ijk... .) , 2  (ijk...) (ijkk . . )} = (1, a, 2 ,
(2.2.1)
Taking direct product over N lattice points comprising the lattice we end up with a
general basis to expand any property as a function of configuration.
BasiSLattice = Basisijk... Basisimn... ... (2.2.2)
In this notation the number of running indices enumerating the lattice sites will be equiv-
alent to the dimension of the real lattice one is operating on. For instance points on a 3-D
lattice are represented with three indices ijk. This notation can be contracted to a single
index for enumerating all the points in the lattice with any given order. When the indicial
enumeration is compactified this way, the corresponance between the former and latter nota-
tion simply becomes; Basisijk... = Basisi. The running single index shall now span a range
from 1 to N; the total number of points on the lattice. Using this notation eqn-2.2.2 can
also be rewritten as;
N
BasiSLattice = Basisi (2.2.3)
i=1
If there are more than one symmetrically different lattice sites to be considered which may
be occupied, the natural way to construct the full lattice basis is by taking the direct product
of the sub-lattice point products. This way one can either include the effect of symmetrically
different sites (with independent site energies) for a single species' occupancy or a coupling
between two sublattices of different occupancy. We can further expand this idea to operate
in a composite space in which one of the sublattices is the reciprocal lattice or to couple a
discrete basis with a real space sublattice described by continuous spin occupancies. The
math involving either procedure shall naturally be of the same nature albeit complications.
In the contracted indicial notation a composite basis with different sublattice products can
be built as;
N P
BasiLattice = (( Basisi)®(0 Basisj),... (2.2.4)
i=1 j=1
Once the configuration space is built up; normalization and orthogonality can easily be
established for the cluster functions with an appropriate inner product. We start by choosing
spin variables as 1 and -1 for the occupancy and vacancy of a site;
741 00 . 0
1'0
Figure 2.1: An expansion over a composite lattice (left-most) can be decomposed into the
tensor product of sub-lattice basis
1 if the lattice sitp indexed by ij is occupied
= -1 if the lattice site indexed by ij is vacant; (2.2.5)
Following Sanchez et al. the inner product can be conveniently defined as[29];
(f(), g()) = ý 0 f(a)g() (2.2.6)
The generic multiplicative term 2N is the appropriate normalization constant as the inner
product sum is taken over all possible configurations decorating a N point lattice. In an
alternative notation the summation can be absorbed into a trace sum as;
(f(J), g()) = • trace (dla(J)b(' )) (2.2.7)
The trace operator, by definition is the sum of diagonal entries for a square matrix. It
is possible to justify the usage of a trace in its natural definition by constructing a matrix
analogue as well. A general function for a given configuration is shown by f(6). The fact that
'each of 2N configurations can be defined as a vector in a 2N dimensional space is captured
by the conventional vector notation a. For each configuration there will be a scalar value
assigned for f(6). If we place all those values into vector form the outer product of any such
vector pair will yield a 2N x 2N matrix.
Svalue of f in configuration i f(6 2 ) (2.2.8)
f( 2 N)
g(Wi)
Wg(i) value of g in configuration i g9('2) (2.2.9)
g(U2 N)J
4
4
(f(5),g(5)) = trace(f(a) 9 g(() T ) (2.2.10)
f(W2)
= trace f(2) [g(l) 9(2) g(2)] (2.2.11)
[f(Y N)J
C(f,q)
The trace of this matrix is equivalent our original definition of the inner product between
two functions of configuration. In constructing this we actually sum over all possible configu-
rations on a lattice of N atomic sites. Since the concentration is not fixed such a summation
is termed as the "Grand Canonical Trace". The vectors 5 assume the role of repeated indices
ii in the original definition of trace.
Switching back to the original definition we prove the normalization of cluster functions
as;
(Ora- (Ya) 2N E H O-i (5) Hi (5) (2.2.12)
6 iEa iea
2= E i (5) i () (2.2.13)
6 iea
S2N
2 N E 1 = 1 (2.2.14)
n=1
The orthogonality of cluster functions, in a similar manner, is proven as;
a'b) = I b)J N1 o u)  j (a) (2.2.15)
SieaŽb jeanb12a, E H (K) o( H 'j(a) (2.2.16)SiEab jjab
= E J o(5) (2.2.18)
= 0 (2.2.19)
The last step follows from the fact that for a symmetric basis(in general it means we assign
a spin variable d for occupancy -d for vacancy) the average concentration for a non-empty
cluster will be zero. This can be shown by resorting to the famous Pascal's triangle:
(1) ( ) = 1 = (a() empty)(0) () (0) - (o ) = 0 = (9(a) point)
(0) ( (2) (0) - () + (2) 0 (O() pair) (2.2.20)
) ()( ) -(0) + () - () + (3)= 0 =(a(d) triplet)
A generic binomial term (n) on the Pascal triangle yields the number of clusters of size
n and k sites of which are occupied. Therefore, each binomial term assumes a specific com-
position. In this setting we observe that the full cancellation of average composition shall
only be possible for symmetrical spin assignments. If we choose an asymmetric occupancy
set such as (1, 0); the average value of spins will not cancel out as it does for a symmetric set.
This implies that, by using asymmetric assignments of spin variables, cluster functions shall
only retain the property of linearly independence. The orthogonality is no longer preserved.
Therefore a symmetric occupation is a practical choice as well. To illustrate the actual con-
struction; we can use a simple model lattice (with plane group symmetry p4mm) comprising
only four points. The lattice with its occupation variables enumerated (with two indices)is
shown in fig.2.2;
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Figure 2.2: Simple model 2-D square lattice for basis construction and the possible decorations
of this finite system. The lattice sites are enumerated with a matrix-like convention with two
indices: a = {all, a12, U21, a22} (This construction clearly shows that on a discrete lattice the
concentration will also be a discrete function.)
The basis for the product space of four lattice sites is 16 dimensional irrespective of the
nature of spin assignments as shown below. It is important to stress the difference between
the basis and the spin assignments. The basis is formed in accordance with our choice of
how to represent a single lattice point as a function of spin variables. If the functional
nature stays same and we merely alter the spin assignments this shall bring out a coordinate
transformation in the space of configurations. In the strict sense this is a particular form of
a basis change as well. But the correspondence between the space of Chebyshev polynomials
and the cluster expansion is established through the functional nature of point assignments
I I r I I
Table 2.1: Group Character Table for the (Nontranslational Part) Plane Group p4mm
E Ar/2 A, A31r/2 71v 
-2v 73v 0"4v
E E Air/2 A, A3ir/2 r1v O'2v ('3v 0'4v
A7r/ 2  ATr/ 2  Ar A 37r/ 2  E a4v U1v 72v U3v
A, A, A 3 r/ 2  E A·r/ 2  U3v -4v Ulv -2v
A3r/2 A 3 1r/ 2  E Ar/ 2  A, 72v 03v (74v -lv
cTiv U1v a2v '3v '4v E Ar/ 2  An A 3 r/2
U2v U2v 0 3v 44v alv A 3 r/ 2  E Ar/ 2  Ar
'3v (r3v r4v Ulv '2v Ar A37r/ 2  E A3r/2
'4v 94v l1v U2v -3v A7r/ 2 An A 37r/ 2 E
A1
/44v
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Figure 2.3: The symmetic equivalence and multiplicity between nearest neighbour pairs is
shown. It can be established using the symmetry operations in the space group. It is also
evident that there are more operations in the space group than the number of symmetri-
cally equivalent clusters; this is a direct result of Lagrange's theorem and the factor group
decomposition.
not the particular nature of spin assignments[29]. Therefore, with an arbitrary choice of
occupany/vacancy representation the completeness of the expansion is still retained.
a1v
m•
--
m
---
t:IIv
[i l 0 K r12 1 KI (21 [022 122) (2.2.21)
"12 1 ® [12 0 21 a r22
'1] 0 [12] ['21 U
1 1
L11012 -1-2
11T120721 '1i2U3
a19r129r21c2 2 j rlcr2cr3c4
(2.2.23)
With the knowledge of energies in each of 16 configurations this problem would have
reduced to a direct matrix inversion with no fitting error. However the systematic approach
of scanning all configurations is plauged by the curse of dimensionality. For this particular
example, although direct inversion seems plausible if we have added few more sites, the exact
solution would easily fall beyond the reach of computational tractibility. This forces us to be
selective in choosing the structures to calculate and correct identification of governing types
of interaction.
2.3 Symmetry Reduction and Truncation of Expansion
The spatial symmetry of a crystal is mathematically described via its space group 9. In
principle, all the symmetrically equivalent positions m can be reached by succesive application
of space group elements g to the fractional coordinates of an initial point mo [23]. In an ideal
crystal extending to infinity, the number of points generated by the group action shall as
well be inifinite and they are conveniently collected in an orbit E [4, 6, 23]. The elements
of this orbit in the crystallographic notation are collectively termed as the Wyckoff family
pertatining to the initial position mo. This is formally represented as;
e = {m E M I m = gmo for some g E g} (2.3.1)
Owing to the spatial symmetry of parent lattices, it is also possible to identify clusters
which are equivalent under the action of space group elements. An n-body cluster is a finite
subset A = {ml, m2, ..., r n} of the underlying lattice M. The symmetric multiplicity is then
given by the number of elements in the g orbit of A.The explicit formulation of such an orbit
is anologous to the single point counterpart and formulated in the logical syntax as;
O(A) = {A C M I A = gAo for some g E 9} (2.3.2)
Yet another group theoretic concept central to the symmetric reduction process is that of
a group normalizer [4]. This notion follows from the basic observation that there shall be sym-
metry operations under which a given cluster will remain globally unaffacted. Consequently,
the subset of such elements of the space group is referred to as the group normalizer.
/A(g) = {g E G A = gA for some A C M} (2.3.3)
With those terms defined; the multiplicity of a cluster is given by the ratio of the order of
the space group(with all the translations are carried back onto the unit cell) to the order of the
normalizer. The motivation of tracking such equivalences is the fact that the clusters which
are symmetrically the same will assume the same ECI. This brings significant simplification
to the expansion and its physical interpretation in terms of configurational contributions.
Although we have stated the general algorithm based the concept a mathematical orbit and
group normalizer we have to be careful to take into account of possible orbit splitting. This
is the reason why there are mutliple fractional positions listed for a certain Wyckoff position
and all of them has to be taken into account to ensure proper counting of the symmetric
multiplicity of clusters. The symmetry reduction based on space group factorization was
first introduced in the context of lattice Hamiltonians by Gratias et al. in an attempt to
formalize the configurational entropy. However, they haven't suggest an algorithmic short-cut
for this problem.[15] Admittedly, one can propose alternative ways for automated symmetric
reduction. The power of this particular route described above lays in its formal description
based on concepts from the well established group theoretical nomenclature. The way the
orbit splitting is tackled in our work relies on a database of Wyckoff positions to rule out the
effect of orbit splitting while adhering to the original route of Gratias et al.
To prove that under a general inhomogeneous transformation the ECIs shall remain in-
variant, we return back to the inner product definition exploiting the trace operator acting
on the matrix C(f,g). Let us assume that A is an operator which maps two clusters onto each
other in the space of fractional coordinates. There will be a higher dimensional analogue of
this mapping; Aconf which carries out the corresponding transformation between configu-
ration vectors in the product space. Now the idea is that the trace of matrix C(f,g) under
a similarity transformation imposed by Aconf should remain invariant. This automatically
proves the equivalence of ECIs for symmetrically identical clusters;
(f (6), g()) = trace(C(fg)) (2.3.4)
trace(AconfC(y,g)A o1nf = trace(C(f,g)A•-lJfAconf) (2.3.5)
= trace(C(f,g)) (2.3.6)
As we inevitably need to truncate the expansion we seek for rules to follow for adding
and subtracting clusters. We cull here the well adopted practices and physical observations
for this purpose;
1. Compact clusters are favoured over large clusters as one expects decaying of interaction
energy with distance. The way we quantify distance is through the concept of cluster
diameter, i.e. the longest distance between a pair of sites in a cluster.
2. Fewer body terms are favoured over many-body terms as they are expected to be lower
in energetic magnitude. This is justified by the fact that a coupling between two terms
is in general weaker than the individual interactions.
3. A cluster is included if all of it's subclusters are already included. As a corollary to
this, a cluster can be removed if there is no supercluster of it ishall be retained in the
expansion
The third rule has been proposed for algorithmic purposes and have formerly been discussed
elsewhere [37]. The explicit proof of this subcluster necessity, although probably known to
many people in the field, has only been recently published[31]. It is essentially a comparison
between ECI terms when the spin variables are altered to another set and is completely
analogous to the procedure for penalizing unfavourable interactions.
To prove the subcluster rule we first start by noting that the two occupation set can be
mapped onto each other by a linear transformation ;
ri = Axi + B (2.3.7)
Recalling the explicit expression for cluster functions as a product of site occupancies and
feeding the transformed values for occupancy we get;
(a(5)) = (J oi (5)) = (f(Axi (5) + B)) = ZAr'B"--'b(lXi) (2.3.8)
iEa iEa bCa ieb
Setting up the correspondance between two arbitrary choice of spin occupancies; we
rewrite the cluster expanded energy as;
E = J (aG (5)) (2.3.9)
a
= JaE A B7B1a -71(b xi) (2.3.10)
a bCa iEb
= ZZJBAnLbBna-b(H- X) (2.3.11)
b a iEb
= ZJx (Xb()) (2.3.12)
As an immediate outcome of the last equality; each indidual ECI in one spin assignment
for a given cluster comprises all the ECIs of its subclusters (including itself and the empty
term with constant correlation)in the other spin assignment. This implies that the subcluster
constaint is a mathematical requirement if we want to keep the freedom of switching between
arbitrary spin assignments.
The clusters of different sizes in the expansion comprise of site energies(1-body), pair
interactions(2-body), and many body terms(n-body). The interpretation of the former two
is rather intuitive. A many body term, however, packs more complicated information about
the configurational energetics. As an example; a triplet will give information about the
interaction of a lattice site and a two-body term(with all the possible occupancies considered).
This information is not contained in an expansion which includes only the subclusters of this
particular triplet.
The cluster expansion, albeit being a numerical fitting procedure, is inherently governed
by the physical characteristics of the material system at hand. The energetics of the lattice
Hamiltonian is coarse grained by neglecting the electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom
and the resulting entropy created thereby. With this approximation, the energy differences is
solely tied to the configurational changes between distinct lattice decorations and the ECIs
will be temperature independent. Once we have an idea of the low energy states this will
naturally extend to the dominant terms in the partition function. This way one can rapidly
calculate a mean value of a property describing the system using the famous expression from
statistical mechanics[3];
trace(Ae- H)(A) = trace(pA) trace(A ) (2.3.13)
trace(e-O1 )
Chapter 3
A Novel Composite Route for the
Computation of Effective Cluster
Interactions
3.1 Computation of the ECI
A generic least squares problem is formulated as the minimization of the Euclidean norm;
arg min IIAx - bDFTI2 (3.1.1)
A is the mxn correlation matrix for m structures and n clusters including the constant
term. From now on we shall name the input vector of DFT energies as bDFT-
We can decompose the non-orthogonal and orthogonal errors of fitting by explicitly rewrit-
ing the least squares problem as:
IIA(x + e) - bDFTI 2 = (A(x + e) - bDFT)T (A(x + e) - bDFT) (3.1.2)
(xTAT - bDFTT + ATeT) (Ax - bDFT + Ae) (3.1.3)
= Ax - bDFT| + [Ael2 (3.1.4)
The expression above shows that the norm in the least squares problem is minimized if
the non-orthogonal component of error(the second term above) is zero[10]. The geometric
justification of this method follows from the Pythagoras theorem.
With the orthogonality property of the minirnal error is established; we now seek an
explicit expression for the minimizer of the problem;
IlAx - bDFTIl = (Ax - bDFT)7 (Ax - bDFT) (3.1.5)
= xTATAx - 2xTATbDFT + bDFTT bDFT (3.1.6)
The first derivative of this expression with respect to x, shall give the global minima since
ATA is a positive definitive matrix implying the convexity of the minimized norm[10].
dilAx - bDFTII2 d (XTATAX - 2xTATbDFT + bDFTT bDFT) (3.1.7)
dx dx
= 0 (3.1.8)
= -2ATbDFT + 2ATAx (3.1.9)
b = (ATA)-"ATx (3.1.10)
The second derivative of the minimized norm with respect to x yields a very simple
expression which will be the kernel of the modular method which shall be described shortly;
d2 11Ax - bDFT II d(-2ATbDFT + 2ATAx) ATA
dx2  dx
HESSIAN
However, the importance of matrix ATA is not only its Hessian property.1 From the least
squares analysis, we remember the well-established formula for the variance;
VAR(bDFT) = RMSE(bDFT)2 (A T A) - 1  (3.1.12)
Yet another closely related property follows from the singular value decomposition(SVD)
of the correlation matrix[36, 10];
A = UrVT (3.1.13)
Now if we write ATA in it's decomposed form;
ATA = VFUTUFVT - vr 2vT (3.1.14)
The last expression is essentially a similarity transformation and the eigenvalue decompo-
sition of ATA. Considering that SVD shall always exists (as opposed to the eigendecompo-
sition), we are left out with the fact that ATA shall always have a valid eigendecomposition
as it can alternatively be carried out via resorting to the SVD of A. With that said, the SVD
of a matrix can be (albeit somewhat loosely due to some technicalities) seen as an eigende-
composition of a related matrix which is once again nothing but ATA. This is crucial as we
shall see in the description of Tikhonov regularization procedure in the next section. Right
before introducing the quadratic programming methods we distill our observations so far into
a single statement; in doing a cluster expansion the fundamental entity is the ATA matrix
(thus the unifying principle for a modular algorithm).
Now we continue by describing the quadratic programming tool. In accordance with its
name it is the general framework involving the optimization of quadratic forms under linear
constraints[11, 26].
1Hessian H of a multivariable function is defined as the matrix of second order partial derivatives (or a
second rank tensor in more rigorous terms, as matrix notation will not generalize to higher order deriva-
tives). For a quadratic function it is a matrix with constant entries: H = V 2f(x) Vf(x)TVf() =
a2f(X) ... 2f(X)
9XN9XN OxN
DT T dTDneqX < fineq with D. -eq ; I
arg min(x Qx + cTx) subject to (3.1.15)
DTx = feq with D T -d ; jE
Least squares problems inherently belong to this class and their explicit formulation in
eqn-3.1.1 also bears the partial definition of the generic quadratic programming scheme.
We first remove the scalar term bDFTT bDFT from the formulation as it is only a constant
offset value (it only shifts the origin in the problem). We further identify the Q matrix as
Q = ATA, and the c7 vector as cT = -2ATb'FT'
The biggest difference is the absence of a compact and closed matrix expression as in the
constrainted least squares estimator (for the case with inequality constraints). The quadratic
program then operates in a constrained domain shaped in accordance wth the way we identify
our working constraints and formulate them into a matrix forrm(i.e the D matrix). The way
those constraints are identified is discussed in the next section.
3.2 Active Set Method for Quadratic Programming
The fundamental entity in a constraint optimization is the Lagrangian of the objective
function. The merit of exploiting the concept of Lagrangian is often ignored yet it has one
fundamental motivation. The Lagrangian transforms the problem of identifying stationary
points of the constrained problem to an equivalent task of unconstrained optimization with
additional parameters. Those extra parameters are termned as the Lagrange multipliers and
weight the constraints imposed on the objective function. The form of Lagrangian is a
statement that not all the constraints affect the objective function around its feasible optima
equally strong. For the case of quadratic programming, the Lagrangian is given as;
L(x, A•) = 1XTQx + CTX - , (dx - f,) (3.2.1)
Ci (xi)
One immediate finding is the need for equality constraints in operating with a Lagrangian
therefore we make the distinctive definition of active and inactive constraints. The active set
method that will be described in this section fundamentally exploits this distinction between
active and inactive set of constraints which shall be operational in reaching the optimal
solution. Therefore we precede the algorithmic account of this particular method with a
rigorous definition;
A(x*) = {k E U I: dkx = fk} (3.2.2)
The importance of the active constraints lies in the fact that they restrict the dimension-
ality of search vectors. Such a confined search is compulsory as any move along a feasible
direction on the multidimensional landscape has to operate without perturbing the "equality"
conditions. Therefore we the project the objective function gradients and the column space
of the Hessian matrix to the complementary space. This algorithm makes full use of the
fundamental theorem of linear algebra. 2
The main challange in problems with inequality constraints stems from the fact that an
apriori estimate as to which constraints shall be active at the solution is not readily available.
If this can be identified unambigiously, the problem is reduced to a simpler variety of quadratic
programming with equality constraints without much effort. At this point we can present
the stepwise reduction of the inequality constrained problem as below;
Figure 3.1: Stepwise reduction of the constrained optimization problem
First Order Conditions
First order conditions for constrained optimization closely parallels the concept of a sta-
tionary point for the unconstrained case while additionally accounting for the feasibility
condition. Feasibility, herein entails that an incremental step in a search direction shall leave
the active constraints intact; ci(x* + 6) = ci(x*) Taylor expanding the constraint function;
ci(x* + 6) = ci(x*) + 6TVc (x*) + O(161) (3.2.3)
we establish the first condition that;
sTVc(x*) 
- sTd* (3.2.4)
Therefore we can state that a feasible search direction s shall be orthogonal to the constraint
gradients. If such a point also yields a negative slope in the objective function (again resorting
to the Taylor expansion);
f(x* + 6) = f(x*) + 6T Vf(x*) + O(Isl) (3.2.5)
f(x* + s) - f(x*) = sTVf(x*) < 0 (3.2.6)
we would improve on the minimization task by moving away from our initial point. Thus we
observe that for a local minima the two equalities eqn - 3.2.4 and eqn - 3.2.6 can not be
satisfied concurrently. It is obvious that this argument will hold for any objective gradient
vector which falls within the span of constraint gradient vectors;
Vf(x*) E span(Vci(x*)) (3.2.7)
2Rank Nullity theorem states that: dim(Null(A)) + dim(Range(A)) = N and Null(A) @ Range(AT ) =
RN
Th pi mto j,
Once we project the objective function into this subspace, the coefficients shall be nothing
other than the corresponding lagrange multipliers;
Vf(x*)= AiVci(x*) (3.2.8)
iEE
For the case of linear constraints, we have already identified the constraint gradients as
the the rows of the constraint matrix D therefore we can cast this equality into a matrix
equation and derive an explicit formula for the Lagrange multipliers:
Vf (x*) = Aidi = DA A X = (DTD)-'DVf(x*) (3.2.9)
iEE
The motivation for Lagrange multipliers is laid out by assessing the effect of perturbations
on the Lagrangian through constraints;
ci (x) = 0 -- c(x) = E and L(x, A)- L(x, A, c) (3.2.10)
Writing the first order differential of the Lagrangian with the perturbations as new func-
tion parameters;
dL(x, A, e) = dxTVxL(x, A, c) + dAT VAL(x, A, E) + d VEL(x, A, e) (3.2.11)
dL(x, x. e) _x T  x TdL(AE)- TVxL(x, A, ) + VxL(x, A, ) +VeL(x, A, e) (3.2.12)
o o
dL(x, X, e)
= VEL(x, X. e) (3.2.13)
The concept of Lagrange mutliplier thus works as a quantifying aid for the sensitivity of
the objective function to the presence of a particular constraint.
The observations on first order necessary optimality conditions can be collected into a
single statement which we call the Kuhn-Tucker conditions [5, 11].
(VxL(x, A) 0
ci = 0 for i E
Kuhn-Tucker conditions ci > 0 for i E 1 (3.2.15)
Ai > 0 for i E I
Aici(x) = 0 for i C E U I
Any point that satisfies those is termed as a Kuhn-Tucker point. However, the necessary
conditions are not only of purely mathematical interest and have a rather strong geomet-
ric motivation in linking the objective function gradient with constraint gradients and the
/IV(d1. x - fd)
Lj~
x - f3)=O
(d 2 .x - f 2 )=O -
-Y 2V(d2.X - f2
/
(d,
Figure 3.2: Kuhn-Tucker conditions with linear constraints.The general projective coefficients
pl and P2 are nothing but the Lagrange multipliers for the initial set of active constraints
operational at the starting point( where the tails of three arrows meet).
Lagrange multiplers.
Second Order Conditions
Second order conditions provide the vital ingredient of curvature characteristics. The
fundamental statement regarding this type of condition is again construed by looking at the
Taylor expansion now including upto to the second order terms;
f(x* + 6) = L(x* + 6)
= L(x*) + 6TVL(x*) + 16T V L(X*)6+O(161)
2
1
= f(x*) + -T6V2L(x*)62
(3.2.16)
(3.2.17)
(3.2.18)
Minimality entails that the value of objective function shall increase when we move from
the minima by 6. So for any feasible direction swe can establish that;
f(x* + s) - f(x) > 0 -+ sTV 2L(x*)s > 0 (3.2.19)
For a Hessian (which is essentially a quadratic form) the positive-semidefitinitiveness
implies a global solution while the positive-definitiveness brings out the additional property of
uniqueness . Therefore, on a convex landscape, any local minima will automatically establish
3The Hessian pertaining to the Lagrangian of a generic objective function shall be; V 2L(x*) = 2f(x*) -
* E V2ci(x*
iEE
XK;~
.x - fi)=0
itself as the global minima. The positive-definitiveness is inherently linked to the eigenvalue
spectrum of the Hessian and is achieved only through a strictly positive spectrum. The other
remaining possibility for the form of Hessian is the case for which we would have an indefinite
quadratic form which is characterized by the existence of saddle points due to the mixed sign
of eigenvalues. Fortunately, the least squares problems are inherently convex since the Hessian
is symmetric and positive definitive which immensely alleviates the solution procedure as we
take full advantage of a convex topography4 .
Indefinite Hessian
-0.
-0.
Figure 3.3:
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Choosing the feasible step
step in iterating a quadratic
consequitive step updates for
satisfied as;
size, along with a feasible direction is the most fundamental
programming algorithm. We can naturally write down the
the case in which all the constraints in our working set is
Xk+1 = Xk + Pk
The updated solution than would be found from;
f(Xk + Pk) = (Xk + pk)TQ(xk + Pk) + bT(xk + Pk)
1 T  T
S~k Qxk + bTxk _Pk QPk + bTpk
Constant term, rk
1 k + rk2Pk QPk + bTPk + rk
2
Therefore we can readily identify the feasible direction pertaining
solving the pertinent Kuhn-Tucker system;
to the kth iterate by
4This can also be understood by the fact that the covariance matrix for the regression is proportional to the
inverse Hessian. Therefore the eigenvalues shall pack the fundamental information regarding fitting variance,
which is essentially a non-negative quantity.
(3.2.20)
(3.2.21)
(3.2.22)
(3.2.23)
-1 _ ._1 V.- -1 ,
arg min( Pk QPk + bTpk) subject to aTpk = 0 (3.2.24)Pk 2
If this condition does not hold for some constraint outside the working set; we can still
modify this expression by introducing a multiplicative weight factor to the optimal step which
we have found from the optimization of the equality constrained solution;
Xk+1 = Xk + akPk with ak E [0, 1) (3.2.25)
The additional factor can be identified in a systematic fashion if we account for the possible
effects of iterative moves on the constraints which are excluded from our working set.
b - aTxk
aT(Xk + akPk) x> 0 k < b - a k (3.2.26)
bx - aTXk
ctk - min(1, minm - (3.2.27)
ifWk,arpk<O aT Pk
The results of this search is used to identify whether there are blocking constraints in the
direction of our move or not. The decision condition for the update of working set thus can
be reached through a two-case statement;
(= ak = 1 No blocking constraints, the move is feasible
ak < 1 There is a blocking constraint outside of the working set
A blocking constraint herein is identified as a violated inequality as it is a step outwards
the feasible domain ak.
3.2.1 Linear Constaints
1. (Type 1) Stability of Excitations at Intermediate Compositions: Stability of
excitations are determined by their predicted positions relative to the tie line generated
by the two closest tail compositions. The breaking of formation energy convex hull is
prevented by introducing the pertinent linear constraint;
C - CA CB - ci
E- ( i CA EB + C EA) < JE (3.2.29)
CA - CB CA - CB
This expression is nothing but the application of lever rule in phase diagrams. However,
the pertinent expression that is employed in the quadratic programming entails the use
of explicit expressions for the energy as a superposition of cluster functions;
a 'iaVa ( )i - ( Ci - CA (aa)i, C iBC (- )i) < 6E (3.2.30)
CA - cB CA - cB
From a computational perspective it is desirable to link the concentrations ci, cAandCB
to the point correlations. For the case of conventional spin assignments {1, -1} this
correspondance can be written as;
ci = (E(aoint)i- 1) (3.2.31)
CA = 1(Z(o.oint)A - 1) (3.2.32)
p
CB = (E (°Point)B- 1) (3.2.33)
P
2. (Type 2) Energy Brackets for Ground State Structures: The second type of
constraint is the introduction of upper and lower bounds for the DFT ground state
energies. The motivation for this type immediately follows from the observation that
a closer overlap between the predicted ground state energies and the DFT data shall
result in an improved ground state line reproduction. The explicit expression is given
as;
anma,
SE K Ei E -+ SE < S rmV,(ac,)i <S E (3.2.34)
3. (Type 3) Stability of Excitations at Ground State Compositions: The last two
constraints are fundamentally of the same type. For the low energy excitations we first
desire a correct oder of stability at a given composition as well as the correct energetic
differences.
AEDFT • AECE • AEDFT + 6E (3.2.35)
AEDFT 5 Y n maVa((Ua)i - (aa)GS) < AEDFT + SE (3.2.36)
The reason we introduce the 4th type of constraint which solely sets the correct ordering
of energies (for the sake of physical thermal behaviour) is the fact that imposing Type 3
constraints on all the phase space would yield over-stringent constaints for the quadratic
programming problem. Therefore, as we move away from the convex hull, we become
less stringent. This is equally valid for the intermediate compositions for which there
is no ground state.
3.3 Fitting Metrics for the Expansion
Root mean square error (RMSE) analysis is the most conventional resort for assessing the
goodness of a regressive fitting. The generic formula for the calculation of RMSE is given
as[2];
RMSE(( 2  - Ei) 2  (3.3.1)
i=1
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Figure 3.4: The illustration of basic linear constraints imposed on the cluster expansion
It is possible to show that RMSE can be decomposed into the sum of variance and bias
pertaining to the estimator[33]. There is usually a trade-off between these two properties and
we try to strike a balance in fitting the data as neither high bias nor variance is desirable.
Owing to its nature, a lower RMSE will indicate a closer overlap (in the least squares sense)
between the data points and their predicted values. As we add more terms to the expansion,
the predictions at each point will progressively get closer to their actual values. If we track this
behavior, the RMSE will be a monotonically decreasing function of added terms. However,
this comes with price: the danger of overfitting. This regressive problem caused by the use
of excess free parameters in the expansion. The additional degree of freedom manifest itself
as a fitted function faithfully trailing noise. Although the apparent RMSE value stays very
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Figure 3.5: The Flow of Active Set Algorithm for Quadratic Programming with Linear In-
equality (and Equality) Constraints
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Cross Validation(CV) is another procedure by which one assesses the goodness of the
fit[l, 12]. The advantage over the RMSE in ordinary least squares is the extra information
regarding the predictive power of regression. The generic formula for CV score is given as;
N
1 - E()(3.3.2)
i=1
The Ei represents the energies calculated from an external source such as the DFT calcu-
lations whereas E(i) is the energy predicted from the least squares regression computed with
the remaining N - 1 structures.
The generic formula, albeit being intuitive is not a computationally efficient way of cal-
culating the CV score as it stands. As it entails us to carry out a regression for each point
left of; the computational complexity will scale with a second order polynomial N2. There
is, however, a more compact way of calculating the CV score which exploits a single least
squares regression with all the structures included. As it assumes linear complexity the al-
ternative formulation below is the conmmonly adopted means to calculate the leave-one-out
CV score[33].
_1 _ (E- E)2
V 1 X- (XTX)-I1xT (3.3.3)
X is the matrix of correlations with dimensions N x M where N is the total number of
structures and NI is the number of clusters included in the least squares fit. The qualitative
behavior of a CV graph can be understood by the competition of two terms in the numerator
and the denominator. The numerator term from the ordinary least squares steadily decreases
with increasing M and analogous to the RMSE error. As we add more clusters this term will
tend to bring down the CV score. The denominator, however, requires more subtle analysis.
We start by looking at the expression .Xi(XTX)- 1x . If the xi vectors were orthogonal this
would yield an element of the trace of (XTX) - 1 niatrix. The trace sum itself is proportional
to the variance of the least squares estimator. As the overfitting sets in, the variance increases
since the noise content is more dominant. Therefore the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
will be more evenly distributed rendering the denominator to approach zero. Such behavior
will more than compensate the plummeting difference between the input values and the
predictions.
The behavior of the RMSE and the CV score in a real cluster expansion (with no con-
straints or weighting imposed) is illustrated via the graph below. The RMSE is indeed a
monotonically decreasing function of added terms whereas CV score soars up rapidly with
the onset of overfitting.
It is also important to note that the actual evolution of CV score shall not be a strictly
U shaped convex function as there is no unique way of imposing an order in the inclusion of
clusters to the system at hand.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the generic behavior of the RMSE and CV Score as the number
of the terms included in the expansion is increased
3.4 Regularization with Kernel Smoothing
Regularization of Ill-posed problems were first introduced for solving certain families of
integral equations with square integrable kernels hence coining the term kernel smoothing[16,
35]. The most famous of these are the Fredholm equations of the first kind whose solutions can
be perturbed to have arbitrarily large norms following small perturbations in the transformed
domain through the high frequency terms. Therefore, the very definition of ill-posedness
assumes the property of infinite dimensionality. However; it is still possible to find discrete
problems which are not merely a discretization of a continuous counterpart. Hansen lists two
criteria for characterizing a discrete ill-posed problem[16];
1. The singular values of the design matrix A should decay to zero with no particular gap
(or series of gaps) in the spectrum. This rules out the possibility of finding a well-posed
problem close enough to the original problem.
2. The conditioning number based on singular values, i.e. the ratio of the largest singular
value to the lowest singular value, shall be large. This is the quintessential symptom of
an ill-posed problem. The larger the conditioning gets the more sensitive the solution
will be to the perturbations.
Regularization with Kernel methods is a vast subject with rigorous functional analytic founda-
tion. Yet, (luckily in an elegant fashion) its implications can be formulated and incorporated
easily. The main aim in regularization is to gain freedom for incorporating as many terms
as we like to the cluster expansion. In the conventional least squares procedure, this is a
challenge plauged by the singularity of correlation matrices.
lThe way regularization improves the ordinary least squares procedure is most aptly il-
lustrated by looking at the modified formulation of the original quadratic problem and the
resulting minimizer;
arg min J Ax - bDFT 112 + A2IILx I2 (3.4.1)
- = AT(A 7 A + A2I)- 1 Ax (3.4.2)
Adding a multiple of the identity matrix to the Hessian shall counteract the lowest sin-
gular values of the Hessian matrix thus providing a solution for the ill-conditioning. Re-
membering that the covariance matrix differs from the inverse Hessian upto a multiplicative
factor (the RMSE error), anything that curbs the singularity of Hessian will automatically
reduce the variance of regression. The method we propose for the regularization of a con-
strained quadratic program is to feed this modified Hessian to the active set algorithm we
have described above. The main idea can be illustrated by reformulation of the quadratic
programming problem;
argmin(ixT(ATA + A2 1) + cTx) subject to DineqX fineq (3.4.3)2 Dx = feq
The main ingredient of the strategy described herein is probing of the optimum value of
regularization parameter. The two criterions we shall be describing will be the Generalized
Cross Validation score (GCV) and the L-Curve criterion. The generalized cross validation
score is a generalization of the ordinary cross validation statistics of Allen the main difference
being the rotational invariance[1, 13]. Such an invariance can be argued to be a characteristic
of a good estimate for A when the prior distribution has a spherically symmetric density for
the ridge estimate and the error vector pertaining to the model. It is defined as;
IIAiXcreguiar - b112GCV Axregular - b| 2  (3.4.4)(trace(Im - AAI)) 2
with the explicit formulation of the matrix A' as;
A' = (ATA + A2 I)- 1 A (3.4.5)
The final formulation, when compared to the conventional definition of cross-validation
bears two differences which are namely the presence of trace in the denominator(bringing
out the rotation invariance) and the modified Hessian. It has been shown that the value
of ridge parameter minimizing this expression shall naturally be the optimum regularization
parameter choice[13]. However, in numerious accounts it turns out that a choice based on
GCV is too small[17]. However, when it works GCV provides a very good estimate for A.
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Figure 3.7: A continuous L-curve with two distinctive regions for a regularized problem[16]
The other method for computing the optimal Tikhonov parameter is the L-curve method.
This method takes advantage of a very intiutive assumption that the optimum parameter
choice should seek a balance between a good least squares solution with small fitting error,
and a small norm for the regularized solution, i.e impeding a possible ECI blow-up. The
point yielding the best trade-off between these two factors than can be used to calculate the
desired ridge parameter. The construction of such a curve is shown in fig-3.7. This method
is the adopted choice for regularization in this work while the concept of generalized cross
validation is used as the fitting metric for subset selection.
The L-curve has a generic shape (literally resembling the letter L, hence the name) marked
by two regions which represent different amounts of regulative filtering. The clearly visible
corner marks the point where we calculate the ridge parameter. This can be most naturally
done by spotting the curvature of the L-curve at that point. Classical differential geometry
endows us with the closed formulas to calculate curvature at a given point (as it is defined at
a point). However, in a numerical run, we do not retain the luxury of sampling a continuous
range of ridge parameter choices. To overcome this we operate on a discrete set of parameter
choices and connect them to form a continuous L-curve with splines[16, 17]. Then we can spot
the corner of the curve which will yield the optimum choice among different options. As the
shape of this corner is noticeably sharp we shall spot a spike in the graph pertaining to the
curvature as a function of the ridge parameter. However, as we iterate over many steps (for
each candidate cluster set) we do not explicitly draw the corresponding L-curve but merely
spot critical points at each iterate and feed into the consequent quadratic program.
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Figure 3.8: General cluster expansion algorithm with kernel smoothing and quadratic pro-
gramming
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3.5 Possible Extensions and Additional Exploratory Tools
3.5.1 Order Parameter Loops and the Dynamic Update of Interactions
Order parameters are vital tools in probing phase transitions. They have been introduced
by Lev Landau with the observation that phase changes are almost always accompanied
by a pertinent symmetry breaking[9, 22]. According to their nature and underlying physical
phenomena they can be scalars, vectors or tensorial quantities defined over the real or complex
fields (in the mathematical sense). As general as their mathematical nature, their definition
also bears little constraints on physicists side. An order parameter thus a quantity we define
as long as we have a proper understanding of the broken symmetry.
For the case of Ising models, the natural order parameter is a scalar (the concentration
difference, magnetization and so on). In our particular case of NaxCoO 2 it can be defined
as the difference between occupancies on Na(1) and Na(2) sites. In a system like NaxCoO 2
for which electrostatics and site energy differences are at a competing play, the proper choice
of relative strenghs of these terms can be crucial. The current method can be concurrently
used with Monte-Carlo simulations to explore the relative strength of pair interactions and
site energy differences so that the cluster expansion will not yield ground states which are
phase seperated or, as the opposite case, a frustrated supersized lattice when the repulsive
interactions dominate the Hamiltonian only to be counterbalanced by line defects on the Na
lattice.
The algorithm defined in this work provides a robust and modular tool for exploring
competing systems as we can both dictate the absolute magnitude and the sign of individual
interactions and their relative strengths. Systematic sweeping of these properties brings a
significant exploratory freedom in understanding of the physics. In this way it is literally
possible to teach physics to the cluster expansion.
3.5.2 Structure Selection
Structure selection has been introduced formerly for ruling out outliers from the input set
of DFT energies[37]. The algorithm essentially works by choosing a subset of input structures
so as to minimize the variance of fit. Therefore at each step we seek to obtain maximum
variance reduction by removing a structure from our initial working set. Remembering that
the covariance of a least squares fit is given by the following trace sum;
VAR = trace(RMSE AT A) - 1 (3.5.1)
We seek the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix ATA and the corresponding eigenvector as
that is the direction of search for selecting structures. This can be most easily included into
our expansion route as a preprocessing tool, i.e. before we adjust our ECI in accordance with
the imposed constraints. Structure selection, as useful as it is, is not a tool we should resort in
the first place whenever we embark on a cluster expansion. As we do not have any knowledge
regarding the nature of errors in our input energies, avoiding structures for reducing variance
may introduce strong bias to our fit and mnight give wrong disordering energy and shift the
temperature scale in Monte-Carlo runs.
Chapter 4
Cluster Expansion on a Model
System
We apply the quadratic programming technique to the model system of Na CoO 2 in
the composition regime x=[0.75, 1]. NaxCoO 2 is a complex transition oxide of continued
scientific interest owing to its exhibition of a gamut of unique physical behaviour as Na
atoms are removed from the stoichiometric compound[34, 32, 30]. The high mobility of ions
stemming from the tunneling through vacant sites of Na sublattice is identified as the main
source of collective phenomena for this material[19, 28]. Those properties span a broad range
such as the superconductivity of the hydrated form at around x=0.11, and the high Seebeck
coefficient at around x=0.75. As a mixed valence oxide, it is close to the electronic phase
behaviour including the spin transition or the metal insulator transition.
The closest oxide system LixCoO 2 is the primary cathode material in rechargebale bat-
teries and has been shown to display rich compositional and electronic phase behaviour. The
most evident common property is the octahedral complex of cobalt d-orbitals and the sur-
rounding oxygens. The amount of Na is also key to the valence state occupancy of the Co
layers. It is the first reported example of a first order Mott (Metal Insulator) transition
following Li deintercalation at room temperature[24]. All the known examples from doped
crystalline materials exhibit continuous phase changes despite the original prediction of a
discontinuous transition between the metallic and insulating states of impurities. The high
mobility of Li ions is thought to be the key to the discontinuous nature as it allows impurity
ordering. Since the impurities are not configured randomly, the possibility of an Anderson
localization is practically ruled out thus corroborating the exploratory interest in the analo-
gous system NaxCoO 2. In this respect, NaxCoO 2is a promising playground for assessing the
basic understanding of transition metal oxides and mixed valence systems. The electronic
phase diagram proposed for this system, albeit being a primary source of physical knowl-
edge inherently lacks the details of atomic ordering and the complete justification of physics
driving it[19].
On the experimental side there are numerous experimental methods of Na removal from
the compound which can be categorized into processes of chemical or electrochemical nature.
Combined with the electron and neutron diffraction experiments they constitute the funda-
mental tools providing vital evidence for the nature of atomic ordering in nonstoichiometric
compounds. Relying on such procedures, there have been numerous studies published on the
Na ordering in the NaxCoO 2, yet there has not been a complete phase diagram (in the space
of Na composition) hitherto[40, 25, 19, 28]. There is no consensus over the ground states
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Figure 4.1: Proposed electronic phase diagram of Nax CoO 2
on different compositions. The values pertaining to the ground state compositions have not
been unambigiously established either.
Among possible stacking alternatives, the structures explored here pertains to the class
P2 which assumes an AABB type stacking of oxygen layers along the c axis. This particular
structure forms the parent lattice for the cluster expansion we present in this work.
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Figure 4.2: P2 stacking in NaCoO 2
The composition range x=[0.75, 1] is a relatively safe regime for relying on the GGA
methodology as the explicit charge ordering and the coupling from the Co sublattice will be
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less pronounced. It can thus be argued that the nature of electronic effects shall be uniform
in accordance with the electronic phase diagram.
The input set comprise 39 different structures calculated in GGA, and form a convex hull
with 4 identifiable ground states at x=0.75, x=0.8125, x=0.85 and x=1.0. As the consequitive
slope changes in the convex hull are very subtle(yielding an almost degenerate ground state
line) and the lowest energy structure at the metastable composition 0.8 is very close to the tie
line generated by the ground states at x=0.75 and x=0.8125, it is very critical that a cluster
expansion reproduces the ground state line with perfect agreement. As all the mathematical
routes for regression minimize the pertinent fitting metrics for uniform sampling of the phase
space, tuning of the ECI with additional tools is inevitably expected to bring the values of
metrics up. However, the complete recovery of the convex hull has been long known to be
crucial in getting the correct phase boundaries amd thermal behaviour (relative stability and
the temperature scale). Therefore, we utilize constrained quadratic programming with linear
constraints concurrently with regularization and target at the full recovery of the ground
state line rather than seeking the absolute minimum of a fitting metric.
The candidate cluster list comprise the empty term, 2 possible point terms , as well as
the pair and triplet terms upto a limiting size of 9 angstroms on the parent lattice. Site
occupancy by Na is denoted by the spin assignment 1 and the Na vacancy is represented by
-1. The existence of two point terms stems from the fact that there are two Na sublattices
which can be distinguished with symmetry in our parent lattice. These are denoted as as
Na(1) and Na(2) and they are illustrated below;
Na(2) -
Figure 4.3: The atomic structure of Na 2CoO 2 showing the two possible Na sites.
The 29 ECI included in the expansion are grouped in size and respective interaction type,
and plotted against distance below;
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Figure 4.4: Distance dependence of effective cluster interactions
In the expansion presented herein the site energy difference between two sites is around
90 meV per formula unit. This shows that there is a noticeable preference for Na(2), when
our sole concern is introducing a new Na to the repulsive mean field of the Na sublattice.
Looking closely at the remaining interactions we observe that the first nearest neighbour
pair interactions in both sublattices are repulsive and there is a general repulsive trend for
pair terms. The most noticeable negative terms in the expansion are the nearest neighbour
3 body terms and they denote the interaction of a Na(1) (Na(2)) site with a neighoring
nearest neighbour Na(1)-Na(1)(Na(2)-Na(2)) pair. This particular behaviour interesting as
it will favor filled neighbouring sites of the same site whenever we have fully occupied nearest
neighbour pairs and corroborates the view that the GGA picture is a manisfestation of site
energy differences competing with electrostatics in seeking a balance between an increased
average Na distance and Na(1) site occupancy (as it is expected and found to be more
favourable to occupy)[28].
The expanded convex hull reproduce the ground state line in full acordance with the GGA
calculations. The ordering of lower energy excitations upto 20 meV (set through the quadratic
program) from the convex hull are also recovered with the help of linear constraints imposing
the recovery of GGA predictions. The tuning of the ECIs at will is partly possible with the
large number of clusters (each bringing an additional degree of freedom in the Hamiltonian)
in the expansion. However, the freedom of cluster choice and using an arbitrary(almost)
interaction set size is not possible in the conventional Connolly-Williams scheme of structure
inversion with least squares[8]. This is inherently a numerical stability problem of mathemat-
ical nature yet it is entirely possible that it will have grave implications in the imitation of the
accurate physical principles. Luckily this can be addressed with the tools of regularization
which we have outlined in the former sections.
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Figure 4.5: GGA convex hull superimposed on the cluster expanded hull
The decision to regularize a fitting problem starts with an unambigious idenfication of
the ill-posedness of the design matrix. One of the tools described formerly is the SVD and
it allows us to characterize the ill-posedness and numerical instability lurking in our system.
Therefore before regularizing our system we first check the singular value decomposition to
see whether we can spot noticeable gaps in the spectrum, especially in the lower magnitude
tail.
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Figure 4.6: Decay of singular values of the Hessian
The plot of singular values indexed by respective magnitudes clearly shows that the spec-
trum is dominated by singular values of smaller magnitude therefore it is not possible to solve
this problem by truncating the design matrix (by removing a few clusters from the interaction
set). This basically means that there is no nearby expansion with a non-singular correlation
matrix which would conveniently replace the original matrix.
There is another crucial symptom regarding the singular value decomposition of the Hes-
sian which is characterized by rampant sign changes in the singular vector elements of each
basis vector. Although there is no rigorous mathematical proof so far, frequent sign changes
have strong implications on a possible ECI blow-up which is unaccaptable as each and every
member of the ECI set has a clear physical assignment. Albeit the absence of a proof, we can
still corroborate this argument by the simple implications of sign changes. If we think of the
ECI we can see that the cluster expanded quantity is calculated by adding all contributions
from different cluster interactions. Therefore a small bounded value can either be accom-
plished by summing up small individual terms or by arbitrarily large contributions which are
counterbalanced by other interactions of opposite sign and still resulting a bounded energy.
This also recapitulates the whole idea of regularization in impeding the largely overshoot ECI
values and a prohitibively large solution norm.
If we look at the relative ratio of the number of elements of different algebraic sign we
see that there is a clear trend of noticeable balance between the counts of each sign for each
vector. Therefore we might expect that a matrix of this nature will result in unphysical ECIs
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Figure 4.7: Sign-distribution of singular vector elements
even if the predictions and the metrics of expansion does not show a clear sign of instability
and ill-posedness. The succession of alternating signs thus provides another perspective for
the danger of blown-up interactions and the need for regularization.
The regularization procedure, as its algorithmic layout suggests, is an iterated procedure,
i.e. for each subset of interactions (corresponding to a different sized matrix with distinct
numerical conditioning) we have to calculate an optimal Tikhonov parameter. This naturally
entails that we construct an L-curve for each iteration and spot the corner marking the
maximum value of curvature. After the optimal value is obtained; it is used to regularize
the Hessian matrix in our quadratic program. In a way, we tweak the curvature of objective
landscape before starting the optimal solution search through the boundary of constraint
functions via the active set route. Therefore, at each iteration we have to choose a suitable
parameter in accordance with the system dimension (size of the cluster set) and the underlying
topography (Hessian spectrum). These two properties shall also determine the detailed shape
and curvature traits of the L-curve albeit the generic shape shall always be retained thanks
to the general arguments of regularization.
The particular L-curve for the final cluster expansion with 29 terms indeed has the generic
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Figure 4.8: L-curve for the final set of clusters
shape but the curvature traits are rather broadened with an optimal parameter estimate at
A = 0.59859. This means that the ill-posedness, being evident from the SVD analysis can also
be remedied with utilizing a safer (broader) range for parameter estimation. In other words,
the trade-off between the solution norm and the residual norm is weakly manifested for this
particular problem. As the amount of filtering imposed does not lead to steep movements on
the L-curve; we could have switched between alternative methods of parameter estimation
with less surprises on the numerical side.
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Chapter 5
Final Discussion
The general scheme of merging regularization with quadratic programming works by
culling different methods introduced so far into a single robust package. This gives the
strength of using concurrent tools without compromising the control over fitting parameters.
The main idea is to retain the physical control over our system rather than being guided
with a tool which might be severly limited by the underlying numerics. The fundamental
idea of constraints, all of which are choosen to have clear physical significances allow us to
actually teach physics to the the automated algorithm. Instead of relying to the weighting of
low energy domain of the phase space in recovering the ground state line, we can confine our
search to the region of phase space in accordance by the rules we define and impose. However,
the modular nature and the generality of the underlying assumptions and tools allows us for
continual upgrading and exploration with state of the art methods. Moreover, using the reg-
ularization tools simultaneously frees ourselves from the worries of singular design matrices
that might pop up as we add more clusters. Therefore, the expansion scheme introduced in
this work is more of a physical route than a mathematical one. This is however, both it's
strength and it's weakness; as we gain more control over the physics there will be a stronger
need for the proper understanding of the underlying physical principles so that we can take
advantage of the its full scope. This brings out a conclusion which is already uttered by the
first principles community; there is no way of fully automating phase diagram calculations
without scrutinizing the ground states coming from the DFT calculations. The strength and
the utility of the output will utterly determined by the amount of control and comprehen-
sion over the input we have in the physics of our systems of interest. Therefore, what we
present here is not a panacea for automating phase diagrams but an intermediate tool for
exploring properties of the complex lattice systems like the NaxCoO2 and the extraction of
approximated energetics from first principles data.
A possible sequel to this work would be the determination of optimal choice of fitting
metrics and regularization tools. That is, not just minimizing a given metric but first estab-
lishing what to minimize so as to define an optimal cluster expansion. Although seemingly
a task that should be tackled by the stasiticians; the materials science community is the
main correspondent as none of the fitting metrics employed herein or elsewhere are universal.
The debate over free-lunches centered on the concept of cross validation makes it worthy if
not obligatory to rigorously establish whether there is really a free lunch for case of cluster
expansions[38, 14]. Yet another crucial question that awaits an answer is deciding if we can
use physical principles (which is absent from most problems of pure mathematical interest)
to ensure that the relevant fitting metrics will be properly functional for our final goal of
deciding whether we have an optimal expansion or not.
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